ON EXTREMAL PROPERTIES FOR ANNULAR RADIAL AND CIRCULAR SLIT MAPPINGS OF BORDERED RIEMANN SURFACES
PAUL A. NICKEL Introduction* There exist functions which map a planar Riemann surface W of arbitrary conectivity conformally onto plane slit regions. Functionals J, extremized in the class of all conformal mappings of W by only one slit mapping, are known. Such functionals can be represented as limits of functionals I nJ where each I n is itself extremized by a horizontal or vertical-slit mapping with domain of finite connectivity.
A planar bordered Riemann surface of finite connectivity can be mapped conformally onto a radial or circular-slit annulus with inner and outer boundaries corresponding to any two contours of the surface. In this investigation, extremal properties of such mappings are obtained and extended to surfaces of infinite connectivity. The geometric nature of the extended mappings, called principal analytic functions, is then deduced from the extended extremal properties. In addition, certain combinations of principal analytic functions are investigated from both extremal and geometric points of view.
First, we consider a planar bordered oriented Riemann surface W 9 of infinite connectivity. It is assumed that W has two compact border components, δ and γ, such that no point of δ U 7 is a limit point of points of any other boundary components. Such contours are called isolated. W is "approximated" by a sequence of compact bordered Riemann surfaces {W n }, where each W n is of finite connectivity. On W n , annular radial and circular-slit mappings F On and F ln are constructed. Among all normalized conformal annular mappings F of W n , F On maximizes
2πlog(r(F)) +
and F ln minimizes
2πlog(r(F)) -μ n (F) .
Here, r(F) is the quotient r y lr B , where r y and r δ represent the radii of the positively oriented F(y) and the negatively oriented F(S) respectively, and μ n (F) is the complementary area of log (F(W n 
)).
It is then shown by the reduction theorem (Sario[4] ) that these extremal properties hold in the limit for the limit functions JP 0 and FΊ* Furthermore, the extremal properties of F Q and F x imply that the former is a radial slit mapping of W and that the latter is a circular slit mapping. By establishing a deviation formula, it is seen that the functions F o and F λ are, up to a rotation, the only normalized conformal annular maps of W extremizing the limit functional. As another application of the reduction theorem, we find that the univalent function Λ/F 0 F λ maximizes μ(F), the complementary logarithmic area, among all conformal annular mappings of W.
Next we pose the question: When does W have distinct radial and circular-slit mappings. The answer is given in terms of AD-removability, at least when W is a plane region bounded by an outer contour γ and an inner contour δ. A point set E of the extended plane is called ΛD-removable when the only analytic functions with finite Dirichlet integral, defined on the complement of E, are the constant functions. In particular, we find that the principal analytic functions are, up to a rotation, identical, if and only if the plane region bounded by 7 and δ minus W is AD -removable.
1. We consider W an open planar bordered Riemann surface with two compact non-point border components, δ and γ. In order to describe the remaining part of the boundary of W, we recall that such a surface can be embedded in a Riemann sphere S 2 . With respect to this embedding, we assume that W and its boundary components satisfy the following conditions:
(1) no point of δ U 7 is a limit point of points of any other boundary components, and (2) , β k{n) {W n ). When only one approximating subregion is under consideration, the notation for these remaining border components will be shortened to β lf β 2 , •••, β k{n) . For convenience we define β n as I Extremal Properties of Harmonic Functions Defined on Approximating Regions* 2. We consider, in this and the following section, certain classes of harmonic and analytic functions defined on an approximating region W n .
DEFINITION. H n (h + k) is the set of functions p, harmonic on Int W n U δ U 7 and satisfying (1) p(z) = c 2 (p) = const, for z e γ with I dp* = 2π(h + Jc),
for z e δ with \ dp* = -2π(h + k), and J δ (4) [ dp* = 0 for i = 1,2, --,/φO.
A and k are real numbers. When the function p is defined only on Int W n U δ U 7, then the integrals I dp* and! pdp* are understood
as liml dp* and liml pdp*. Here {W r k ) is an exhaustion of the sur-
face Int W n and each βi{W' k ) is homologous (in W n ) to A(W W ). An application of Green's formula shows that these limits are independent of the exhaustion {W' k }. The class H n (l) will be denoted H n . Principal harmonic functions p Qn and p ln , belonging to H n are obtained as harmonic extensions of functions constructed by use of linear operators on Riemann surfaces (Sario [2] ). In fact on each β i9 i = 1,2, •• ,ft(n), dPoJdn = 0 and p ln = const. Hence for arbitrary Λ and fc, the function Piikn = ^Po % + &2>i Λ belongs to the class H n (h + fc), which is then not empty. We now expand the last term and find that L Pnjcndp* + pdptkn = h\ Pondp* + pdptn + k\_ p ln dp* + pdpt .
Jβ n Jβn Jβn
But on β ny p On has vanishing normal derivative, and p ln is constant.
S r pdpon -\ _ p ln dp* ~ 0 when p e H n (h + k). Thus we βn hn can infer from Green's formula that L Pukndp* + pdpt kn =h\ Pondp* -pdpt + k\ p ln dp* -pdpt .
Jβn

Jδ+7 Jδ+γ
A direct application of the conditions (1), (3), (4) of H n (h + k) now yields the formula
We obtain in a similar fashion
Collecting contributions, we find 
DEFINITION.
A n is the class of functions F analytic on Int W n U δ U 7 such that (1) F(γ) is a circle traced once in the positive direction, (8) is a circle traced once in the negative direction, (4) F is univalent on Int W n U δ U 7. In this definition, F(i) and F(8) are understood as oriented images of oriented border cycles and the radii of these images are denoted r y (F) and r b {F).
Some useful relations between the classes A n and H n are expressed in the following theorem. 
The functions F in are referred to as principal analytic functions.
Proof of (a). Evidently 2π = ( d(argF(z)) = ( dQog\F(z)\)* and
JY JY
Condition 1 of H n is verified. Condition 3 is checked just as easily and (2) is apparent. As for (4), let β t be any component of the border of
, where k is an integer. There exists a path from δ to γ which does not meet βl But if Jc φ 0, then every path from
Proo/ o/ (6). We consider first the function JF 1W and omit the analogous proof for F Qn . First, it is evident that 2π = 1 cίpί n = I d{axgF ln ) and r 7 (F) = exp c 2 (p ln ) = const. Certainly JFΊnίγ) is a circle traced once in the positive direction, and (1) of No. 5 is satisfied.
Condition 3 is verified in a similar manner and (2) is trivial.
To verify the Condition 4, we consider the extended version of the argument principle, and reason in a manner analogous to Ahlfors [1] , p. 203.
7. DEFINITION. The multiple-valued functions P in are defined as Pin = Pin + iPin However P On -P ln is single-valued, and the principal analytic functions are expressible as F in = expP ίw , i = 0, 1. We also fix the following terminology: r(F) denotes the ratio r Ύ (F) The proof of the second part of this theorem is analogous, and so is the proof of the third part when it is shown that The following corollary of Theorem 3 will be useful when we are considering geometric properties of conformal maps of W.
COROLLARY.
The functional r(F) is maximized, uniquely up to a rotation, by F On and minimized, uniquely up to a rotation, by F ln among all
FeA n . Proof. It follows from the definition of F On given in No. 6. that d(argF θΛ ) = dp*n, which is 0 on β n . Since μ n (F) ^ 0, we have 2π log r(F)
Analogous reasoning shows that F ln minimizes r(F) among all Fe A n . In order to establish the uniqueness, we let r(F) = r(F On ) for some Fe A n . Then an application of Theorem 3 yields 0 < μ n (F) ^ μ n (F On ) ^ 0, which means that F also maximizes the functional 2π log r(F) + μ n (F) among FeA n .
But an application of the deviation formula of Theorem 1 shows that D w βog\FIF 0n \) = 0, from which it follows that F= cF Qn with I o I = 1.
III. Extremal Properties of Principal Harmonic Functions.
8. We propose in the present section, to develop for domains of infinite connectivity, extremal theorems which will generalize the results of § 1 for finite connectivity. An essential role is played by the Reduction Theorem (Sario [4] + k) is the class of functions p, harmonic on ίV, satisfying 1l) p(z) = c 2 (p) = const, for zey with i dp* = 2π(h + ft) ,
for z e 8 with I dp* = -2ττ(fe + ft), and Jθ (4) I dp* = 0 where σ is any cycle which is homeomorphic to a circle and which does not separate δ and 7. A cycle σ is said to separate δ and γ if every path from δ to γ intersects σ. Let H denote the class DEFINITION. For any p e H(h + k), \_pdp* is understood to be lim _ pdp*. The existence of this limit is guaranteed by the monotonicity condition of Lemma 2.
LEMMA 3. If the sequence {p n ; p n e H n (h + k)} converges on compact subsets to p', then p' e H(h + k).
We recall that a sequence {f n } converges on compact sets if for every compact set S, there exists an N such that {/»; n ^ N} converges uniformly on S.
Proof. The convergence p n -> p' is uniform on compact sets. The conditions (1), (2) , and (3) for H(h + k) can therefore be inferred from those of H n (h + k). Let σ be any cycle which does not separate 8 and γ. Then there exists n such that the compact σ c: W n , and we have where the β\ are homologous to components of the border of W n (Ahlfors and Sario [1] ). We embed W n in the complex plane with γ as an outer boundary, and fill in the ''holes'' whose boundaries are the βfs. Now o -b λ 8 = ΘA, and every path from 8 to 7 meets σ. This is a contradiction, unless b λ = 0.
Using the uniform convergence of {p n } along with Green's theorem, we obtain ( dp'* = limί dp: -limί dp: = limΣflJ ,dpt = 0 . 
to be \ pdp* -2π(h -k)c(p) and \jpdp* -2π(h -k)c(p) respectively, while the classes Z n and Z are HJJh + k) and H(h + k).
If p e H(h + k), then p\ Wn satisfies the Conditions 1,2, and 3 for H n (h + k). Since no βi(W n ) separates δ and γ, \ dp\ w * = 0 and (4) Jβi(w n ) n is satisfied. Hence p\ Wn eH n (h + k) and (Rl) is verified. The uniform convergence of f k to / makes (R2) evident, and the functional I pdp* -
2π{h -k)c(p) is defined as lim π _oo\_ pdp* -2π(h -k)c(p), as required by (E8).
k Theorem 1 shows that (R4) is satisfied, and Lemma 2 of no. 10 shows the same for (R5). That the family {p hkn } as defined in no. 2 is normal, follows from Lemma 1 of no. 9, and that the limiting functions belong to H(h + k) is then a consequence of Lemma 3 of no. 10. Thus by the reduction theorem, the limit function, p hk , minimizes the limit functional among p e H(h + k) and the minimum value of the limit functional is the limit of minimum values.
12. In order to establish the deviation formula, we first denote the functional of Theorem 1 by ψ n and consider its value on the function p e -Phk + e (p -p hk ). Upon expanding, we find
where for each n, this is a polynomial in ε, and ajji) is the coefficient of the ε term. But the last integral is
The first equality follows from the fact that p and p hh both belong to H(h + fc). Therefore, in the sense of limits, we write
where D is the integral over the entire bordered surface W. In a similar fashion, we find
By an earlier part of this theorem, the left hand side of equation (3) is finite. Thus we have that D{p hk ) < oo. We assume that D(p -p k ) is finite. By the triangle inequlity for the Dirichlet integral (Courant [1] ), D{p), and consequently \j9cίp* are Jβ both finite. Now in equation (2), with ε -1, consider the limit as n->oo. The limit of every term, except a^n), exists and is finite. Hence the same can be said of lim^^ajji).
But ψ(p s ) = Hm^oo' ψvίPε) has, by part (1) of our theorem, a relative minimum for ε = 0. Therefore, lim^^a^n) = 0, and the deviation formula ψ(p) = ψ(p hk ) + D(pp hk ) results when ε = 1 is substituted into equation (2) after taking limits.
When D(p -p hk ) = oo, this formula holds in the sense that ψ(p) = co as well. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
IV Extremal and Geometric Properties of Principal Analytic Func* tions
Extremal properties for harmonic functions defined on a surface of finite connectivity were used in § 2 to establish extremal properties of analytic functions, also defined on a surface of finite connectivity. In the present section, we exploit the extremal properties of harmonic functions, now defined on a surface of infinite connectivity, for the purpose of establishing both extremal and geometric properties of analytic functions.
13. A competing class of analytic functions is defined as follows. An application of the extended argument principle to any exhausting subregion W n shows that F { is univalent on δ (J 7, when univalence is established at interior points. For interior points of W, Fi can be represented as exp(p< + ipf) = lim n _exp(p^ + ipf n ) = lim^^F^. So each F t is univalent by Theorem 2 and the well-known Hurwitz theorem.
14. The following five theorems are concerned with analytic functions constructed from the harmonic functions p 0 and p u w hich are uniquely defined by Theorem 4. and set t -log w. The transformation mapping w into log w is denoted L, and the image of {w; r δ (F 0 
where C R is understood to mean complement with respect to R. L(F 0 ( W n )) is compact and closed in R, and this means that C R [L(F Q (W n ) )] is open and measurable. Hence, LS 0 , a countable intersection of measurable sets, is measurable. Its measure M is then given by where μ n (F 0 ) is defined in no. 7. But according to an earlier part of this theorem, the term on the right is 0. When we observe that L> defined on the cut annulus, preserves sets of measure zero, we conclude that the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure of S o is zero.
Suppose that the complement, with respect to {w; r 8 (F Q ) ^ | w \ r y (F 0 )}, of F^WO is a point set, the components of which are not all radial slits or points. The full annulus
We embed W o in the Riemann sphere S 2 and consider the simply connected point set S 2 -rj f which can be mapped conformally onto the complement of a unit disc. Let E be this conformal mapping, and denote by γ" and δ" the sets E(8 0 ) and E(Ύ 0 ), where δ 0 = F 0 (S) and γ 0 = F 0 (v) . Now E(W 0 ) is of finite connectivity, so we can apply Theorem 2 to construct a radial-slit mapping φ of E(W 0 ) onto an annulus, minus one radial slit, with inner boundary φ(δ") and outer boundary φ(y").
φ is normalized by \φoEoF 0 (ζ)\ = 1, and belongs to A n for E(W Q ).
We then apply the corollary of Theorem 3 to φ and find that 2τrlog(r(^>)) > 2π\og(r(E The value of the maximum is 2π log (r(Q)).
The deviation from the maximum is D(}og\FjQ\).
Proof. When the condition h = 1, k --1 is substituted into Theorem 4, it is easily seen that the technique of Theorem 3 will establish Theorem 9.
Consider the multiple-valued functions P o = p 0 + ipt and P 1 = φ x + ip*. The difference of these functions has zero flux around any cycle of W and is single-valued. The value of the maximum is -2πRe
The deviation from the maximum is D(F -(P o -PO).
The proof again applies Theorem 4, with h = 1 and k = -1, as well as the observation that Re(P Q -P x ) -p 0 -Pi and ReFe H when F is analytic on W.
V. The Existence of Distinct Principal Analytic Functions* 15. We consider the problem of determining conditions under which there exist two different principal analytic functions on the planar bordered Riemann surface W of no. 1. The principal analytic functions under consideration are defined in no. 13, and have properties described in Theorems 5, 6, and 7 of no. 14. The following-concepts are dealt with in Ahlfors and Sario [1] . DEFINITION . TWO compact sets in the plane, each with connected complement, are Said to be equivalent if their complements are conformally equivalent.
For the remainder of this chapter, we let E be a compact plane set with connected complement.
THEOREM (Ahlfors and Sario [1] . This implies that the image of each contour β { is a convex curve, and each image is traced once as each β { is traced once. This also implies that each of the curves F(β τ ) is traced in the same direction, and this direction will be determined now for one F{β % ).
We observe that for each i, P n (βχ) is a compact set, and we may then choose w { and w\ so that w % is that point of P n {βi) which is closest to P n (γ) and w\ is that point of P n (y) which is closest to P n {β % ). We now assume that the β t are indexed so that mm{d(w i9 w' { )] i = 1, 2, •• , k(n)} is d(w ly w[) where d(w, w') is the usual Euclidean distance from w to w'. That is to say, P n (A) is as close to P n (γ) as any of P n (/9 2 ), •• , P n (βk(n)) The line segment Γ joining w 1 to w[ is a univalence path for P n in the sense that each point of Γ is taken exactly once by a point of W n . Clearly P n is one to one on Pΰ ι F y and we may conclude that β λ and P W (A) are similarly oriented. The reasoning in the paragraph above then establishes that each P n (βi) is oriented as is P n (A), and in fact, for each ί we have that the winding number for points inside P n {β τ ) is -1.
An application of the argument principle is now all that is needed to show that P n is univalent on Int W n U δ (J y. 
